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Loans on Life Insurance

Policies

What Are the Facts about Them

Their Significance to Members and Companies

Methods of Their Limitation

THIRTY
years ago one of the conservative

American life companies announced to its

representatives that, on satisfactory assignment
of its policies, it would make cash loans on them
for fifty per cent, of the net reserve.

This radical change of then current methods in

the business was solely due to competition, and

heralded the host of concessions entitled "policy

privileges", at first voluntarily incorporated in

the contracts of insurance and, later, in their chief

essentials, made compulsory under the laws of

certain states.

What are the present results following this

experimental departure from the early and tried

standards of management.^
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They are written in the figures of the last three

decades. They need no interpreter. They tell

their own story to men who have already pledged
their policies, to men who have held fast to them,

and, especially, to the men to whom is committed,
for the time being, the administration of the vast

life insurance interests, none of greater importance
in the history of American finance*, and from

whom these innovations demand a wise and safe

solution of the gravest financial and economic

problems of the day.

December 31, 1911, the admitted assets of 238 companies doing
business in the United States and Canada were $4,268,307,726.00 and the

amount of their insurance in force was $18,584,588,216.00. Their payments
to policy-holders in claims, dividends, surrender values and other benefits in

that year were $592,640,000.00, and the increase in insurance was nearly

$3,000,000,000.00.



Liens on Policy Reserves
1882-1912

The Abnormal Demand for Accommodation

The Use and Abuse of the
'^

Privilege^^

Mark the phenomenal growth of these special

assets in the later periods from the primitive and

legitimate purposes to enable members to pay
their premiums to keep their insurance in force, to

educate their children, to lift mortgages on their

homes, or other necessities.

Take as the authoritative present measure of

these obligations
—

excluding the considerable

amounts carried by other American companies, for

which statistics are not now available,
—the facts

set forth in the returns to the Insurance Depart-
ment of New York.

From Official Reports to New York Department
Increase of Loans in Five-Year Periods

December 31, 1890, outstanding, $ 5,267,000.00
** **

1895,
"



Another important factor for comparison is the

proportion of these investments to the total assets

of the companies (33) covered in the New York

report.

December 31, 191 1, the total assets of such

companies were three billion^ nine hundred and

nineteen million^ one hundred and fifty-one thousand

dollars ($3,919,151,000.00); and on that date, four

hundred and eighty-two million, three hundred and

forty-five thousand dollars ($482,345,000.00),
—

or,

12.31%
—were in loans on assigned policies.

LEGISLATIVE INTERVENTION

While the companies were lending to their

policy-holders without stint and on acceptable

terms, as demonstrated in the tabulation before

given, certain novel restrictions in life insurance

contracts and management were imposed on in-

surers as a class,
—first enacted in New York and

later adopted in substance in several other states;

among them measures to make policy loans com-

pulsory under hard and fast conditions.

These drastic and tentative statutory remedies
—

ultimately applied to the entire system of the

business—were devised and enacted at the in-

stance of the New York Committee of Investiga-
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tion; later by the so-called Committee of Fifteen;—all inspired by an honest and honorable purpose
to correct some manifest current evils in the ad-

ministration of certain companies: but they were

compelled to act in haste to bring their work within

certain legislative sessions; and they were guided
in some degree by the counsels of theorists and

politicians, hot-foot to become shining lights in the

campaign of reform.

Two things stand forth, historic landmarks in

this revolution of methods,
—not a company jailed

because of it; and the vast plan of safety and benefi-

cence was completely vindicated and re-established in

the minds of the armies of policy-holders and the

public.

SYNOPSIS OF THE LEGISLATION

Its Dual Character

Certain salutary changes and results to the

manifest advantage of policy-holders were em-

bodied in this legislation. These invite special

consideration:—the interdiction of tontine and

semi-tontine contracts with their iniquitous for-

feitures; the exploitation of "deferred dividends";
the provisions for annual dividend returns in

mutual companies; the principle of the limitation
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of expenses; the prohibition of syndicate partici-

pation, of official interests in financial transactions,

of speculative estimates and misrepresentations,

of misleading advertisements; the incorporation

of certain equitable non-forfeiture policy clauses;

proper vouchers for disbursements; and the ex-

tension of the lines of reasonable and just super-

vision.

But experience has clearly shown that mistakes
—some of them now recognized by their authors—
were made in some of the requirements. They
stand straight across the interests of policy-holders,

and have enforced upon the companies annoyance
and needless outlay in their endeavors to comply
with them.

These will serve for illustrations:—
First: The provisions for the choice of direc-

tors in certain mutual life insurance companies,
with their complex machinery,

—the open door to

personal exploitation, and imposing unconscion-

able expenses on members as written in the history

of recent elections.

Second: The multiplication of details required
with the annual statements to insurance depart-

ments, and especially with some of the schedules,

details that add nothing to the real tests of strength
or solvency; are of no value to the mass of policy-
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holders, as few ever see or understand them; and

increase by thousands of dollars the yearly cost of

these mortuaries of embalmed statistics.

Third: Minor differences in the phraseology
of the statutes of various states which have com-

pelled the companies to resort to "riders" and

other makeshifts in their policies to meet the tech-

nical and contradictory requirements under the

laws or their construction by the commissioners.

Fourth: The unique and probably unconsti-

tutional requirement that the New York life com-

panies should "dispose" of all their stocks and

bonds of certain classes within five years from a

certain date; which, if carried into effect, would

have cost the policy-holders millions of dollars.

This legislation was, fortunately, remedied by a

later amendment extending the period for the

operation of the law, and authorizing the sales of

certain' holdings in the discretion of the Superin-
tendent of Insurance.

STANDARD PROVISIONS

Foremost among these—fortunately, it could

not be made retroactive,
—stands the so-called

remedial statute compelling the companies to loan

their funds to members on certain conditions.



It is only operative in a few states, but is bind-

ing on the corporations of all jurisdictions doing
business therein under what are known as "stan-

dard provisions", which specify certain things

that must, and certain other things that must not,

be embodied in every policy issued or delivered in

such state; e. g. "No policy of life insurance in

form other than as provided in Sec. 2 shall be

issued or delivered in this state or be issued by a

life insurance company organized under the laws

of this state unless the same shall contain the

following provisions".

The power of a state, under many decisions of

the federal and state courts, both to enact and

enforce such regulations
—even when they are held

to be unconstitutional for specific reasons—admits

of no question. It is concisely illustrated in this

very recent decision:—
**A corporation is a creature of the laws of

the state or sovereignty where created, and has no
legal existence beyond the limits of such state or

sovereignty, except such as are granted to such
corporations by the laws of the states in which
such corporations apply for permission to carry
on their business, and that the assent of that
state or sovereignty, where permission is granted
to a corporation applying to do business in such
state or sovereignty, may be upon such terms and
conditions as such state or sovereignty may deem
proper and that such conditions may be pre-
scribed by law."

Continental Life vs. Hattabaugh, Ins. Comn'r.
S. C. Idaho.
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WHAT THE LOAN PROVISION IS

The statutes differ in phraseology, but are, in

general, to the same intent and effect, and are

fairly illustrated in the Ohio provision, to-wit:—
**(7.) A provision that after three full years*

premiums have been paid the company at any
time, while the policy is in force, will advance, on
proper assignment of the policy and on the sole

security thereof, at a specified rate of interest, a

sum equal to, or at the option of the owner of the

policy, less than the reserve at the end of the

current policy year on the policy and on any divi-

dend additions thereto, specifying the mortality
table and rate of interest adopted for computing
such reserve, less a sum not more than two and
one-half per centum of the amount insured by
the policy and of any dividend additions thereto;
and that the company will deduct from such loan

value any existing indebtedness on the policy and

any unpaid balance of the premium for the cur-

rent policy year; which provision may further

provide that such loan may be deferred for not

exceeding six months after the application there-

for is made. It shall be further stipulated in the

policy that failure to repay any such advance or

to pay interest shall not avoid the policy unless

the total indebtedness thereon to the company
shall equal or exceed such loan value at the time

of such failure nor until one month after notice

shall have been mailed by the company to the last

known address of the insured and of the assignee,

if any."
Ohio Ins. Laws, Ch. 10, Sec. 5 (7).
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THE LOAN AGREEMENT

Its Unique Requirements

The transaction between the policy-holder and

the company is usually covered by a Loan Agree-

ment. The policy and its additions are assigned

to the company as sole security for the payment
of the loan, and, in general, upon the extraordinary

stipulations above noted.

This wholly unique statutory requirement
invites especial attention, since on its modification

or amendment in some form hinges in considerable

measure the question of the practical limitation

of the demands.

With no time limit for the payment of the loans

they must necessarily run payable at the con-

venience of the borrower under the present laws

until the debt equals or exceeds the loan value,

and they cannot, therefore, be placed as time loans

on the usual commercial basis; the borrower is

under no legal obligation to pay the principal or

interest of his debt, and can only be called to

account when the loan value is exhausted and

after notice.

What other corporation is compelled by statute

to loan its funds to its members on application, on

specified security; in such amounts as may be
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designated ''at the option" of the borrower; at a

fixed rate of interest; with a stipulation that

failure to pay the loan or interest shall not result

in the collateral being applied
—"avoid the policy"—until the indebtedness equals or exceeds ''the

loan value", and until after one month's notice

to the debtor? What bank, trust company, or

individual would lend money on like conditions?

A METHOD OF LOAN LIMITATION

The Interest Rate

A certain and effective method of regulating

in some degree these mortgages on policies is

through the rate of interest.

A fairly high charge would check the demands

for funds to loan or invest at better returns than

the companies charge, minimize the speculative

element, a-nd tend to eliminate the most menacing
factors in the situation.

Sound business prudence points to the necessity

of a reasonably high rate.

Most of the states having a compulsory loan

standard provision define the interest "at a speci-

fied rate", but two at least, Massachusetts and

Washington, provide that the rate shall not exceed

six per cent, per annum.
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TIMELY WARNINGS TO POLICY-HOLDERS

The men charged with responsibility in these

matters—the commissioners of insurance, the

statutory guardians of the policy-holders' interests,—have been instant in the discharge of their mani-

fest duty and have given due notice of the inevi-

table results of these borrowings and their extra-

ordinary increase, and have wisely suggested a

contract reservation to protect the companies in

emergencies, both on policy loans and cash values.

Action: Insurance Commissioners' Convention, 1912

** The Committee on Laws and Legislation
recommends the passage of a law in the various
States substantially as follows:

Be it enacted by the Legislature of
On and after the first day of January, 1914, no
policy of life insurance shall be issued by any do-
mestic company or be issued or delivered within
this State to any resident thereof by any foreign
company, unless the same shall contain a pro-
vision as follows:

Section 1. A provision that any loan made to
the insured upon the w^ithin policy may be de-
ferred for not exceeding sixty days after the appli-
cation therefor is made, except a loan made to pay
the premiums on the policy.

Section 2. A provision that where the policy may
be surrendered to the company for a specified cash
value, the company may defer payment for not
more than sixty days after the application there-
for is made.*'

** On motion duly made and seconded, the
report of the committee was adopted.**
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Emphasis Is given to this official declaration

by the Insurance Commissioner of Massachusetts

in his current report, in the section entitled:

The Prevention of ** Runs " on Insurance Companies

It should command the attention of every

policy-holder, and of every legislator who would

conserve the true interests of life insurance.

**
It seemed clear to them that under the

present conditions there is need of a protective
statute, and that if it is not enacted the day will
come when some company and its policyholders
will lament the fact that a check was not pro-
vided. . . . The facts are these:—Life
insurance policies now being issued provide for
loans and cash values, and their holders can de-
mand such loans and values at will, in accordance
with the terms of the policies. Loans generally
must be made upon demand. The loan that a
policyholder may demand is measured by the
reserve on his policy. It is, in other w^ords, sub-
stantially his portion of the funds of the company.
These portions of the separate policyholders
which they may demand make up in the aggre-
gate almost the entire bulk of the assets of a life

insurance company, just as the deposits of holders
of savings bank books make up the great bulk of
the assets of a savings bank. There is, therefore,
just the same danger of trouble to a life insurance
company from a panic or other cause which leads
the insured to want to realize on their equity in
the company as there is in the case of a savings
bank. In respect to the latter, a notice of sixty
days or some other period must be given by the
depositor before he can withdraw his money if the
management of the bank so elect. If this is a wise

precaution for these institutions, and there is

abundant evidence that it is, can it be unwise in

respect to another class of financial institutions,
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where a run might be of such strength and
severity as to render it necessary for the company
to dispose of its bonds at quick sale, and put
upon the market its mortgage loans, all to its

great loss and to the loss in the end, if the strain
were severe enough, of the insurance of every
policyholder?"

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE QUESTION

Who are the final arbiters in this great matter?

The policy-holders. Theirs are the interests to

be heard. They are the ones to say to commis-

sioners, to committees, to legislators, to com-

pany oflftcials, and to themselves, what shall be

done to moderate the demands and allowances

that are tending to change the theory and prac-

tice of life insurance from one of protection of the

family and estate into one of investment resources

and commercial credits.

No contention is here made for the abolition

or discontinuance of the loan business. It has

become an established and permanent incident

of life insurance, both in law and in fact, and no

one challenges its advantages to multitudes of

members. It is the proper regulation of the

abnormal demand that commands attention and

action.

Any discussion of this important matter must,
of necessity, take into account the equities that
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underlie the rights and claims of borrowers. They
go where money is cheapest; credit the easiest;

and settlement-day the farthest away.

In recent periods of panic and financial strin-

gency they have found at hand a new resource,
—

a ready asset,
—their life insurance policies; new

avenues of accommodation and institutions with

ample funds to meet their requirements at a com-

paratively low rate of interest and on unlimited

time obligations. Hence, it has resulted that

many millions of dollars, that in the last five years
would have been invested in mortgages and bonds

by the companies themselves, have been covered

into their treasuries as policy loans, often to the

relief and advantage of borrowers.

The argument is briefly this:—abundant re-

sources are always available; the terms and con-

ditions of the loans are very favorable; payment
need not be made, and forfeitures cannot ensue

because of non-payment until the security is

exhausted and after due notice to the borrower.

Such accommodation cannot be obtained from

any other financial institution.

Other points in the affirmative are these:—^A

policy of life insurance is a good business asset;

it increases a man's credit; it is excellent collateral;

it can be used with the company when accommo-
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dation cannot be had elsewhere; it makes a man
more independent; it may tide him over a period

of distress; the loans are widely distributed; they
save resort to usurers; they conserve economy
and prudence; and they equalize financial condi-

tions.

THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF AGENTS

Their Present Opportunity

The development and conservation of the

business of life insurance largely rests with the

representatives of the companies in the field. They
stand close to the policy-holders, who look to them
for safe counsel and guidance in the protection of

their interests.

The results of unlimited borrowing are written

on the registers in multiplying lapses and dis-

counted maturities.

In general, however, there stands the good
work of agents of all ranks who have well advised

their constituents against making unnecessary

loans, and thus have kept the business on the books

and safeguarded the rights and welfare of thou-

sands of beneficiaries.
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POLICY-HOLDERS
CONTROL THE SITUATION

Necessity of Conservatism

The court of last resort in this great cause is the

army of insured men, tens of thousands of whom
have pledged their policies from choice or necessity,

never to redeem them save in a small minority of

cases—careful estimates show that only 6%-8%
of the loans heretofore made have been paid off in

cash by the borrowers^
—thus sacrificing to the

expedients of to-day, often to their personal and

selfish interests, the protection of their families

and estates and neutralizing the cardinal plans
and purposes of life insurance.

The most direct way to limit the loans lies

through appeals to members from the men whom

they trust, whom they have chosen to represent

their interests, and on whose counsel they ought
to rely.

Substantial results have already been reached

through these channels. Ample proofs of this

fact are written in the experience of some of the

companies whose officers have been instant in

pointing out to members the significance of the

assignment of their policies.
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These suggestions have stood the practical

test in deterring men from making any policy

loans, in leading them to pay in whole or in part
those they have already made, in giving to agents
for field use cogent reasons against the practice,

and, notably, in limiting the credits to normal and

proper uses.

WHAT A POLICY LOAN MEANS
TO MEMBERS

(i) It is the surrender or hazard of what often

proves to be the last reliable asset, or fund, for the

support, education and welfare of the family in the

time of its direst need, and which should be held

inviolate.

(2) It is a mortgage of what may prove to be

the only sure protection of an estate against its

insolvency when the policy matures.

(3) The chances are many to one that it will

never be repaid. Experience clearly proves that

but a very small percentage of these obligations is

ever redeemed in cash,

(4) If not paid in cash it must be taken from

the amount of the policy and only a margin is left

for the beneficiaries.
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(5) In many Instances it is not used to pay the

premiums on insurance to keep it in force; to meet

the cost of living; or to lift a mortgage on the

home or for other necessities. It often goes in

various speculations,
—sometimes on margins, in

the hazards of other ventures, and in paying or

making loans elsewhere bearing higher interest

rates. It puts the chances of business loss against

the security of a man's household.

PAYMENT OF THE LOANS

Redemption of the Pledge

To a man who has become uninsurable from

age or disability, no appeal is necessary to him to

hold fast to the sure protection he has, which once

lost he can never restore. To a man who takes the

known and open risk and pledges his policies for

any purpose, there comes a clear, instant and im-

perative duty. It is this:—to pay his loan at the

earliest possible moment and redeem his policies.

Business credit, the solvency of an estate, the pro-

tection of wives and children, the honor of a true

manhood, demand and inspire such action; and

behind them all stands the naked truth that an

asset, a property, an absolute security has gone,
—

conditionally, to be sure,
—but with the chances

largely against its recovery.
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Failure to perform this duty involves another

of next importance and value, and that is, to

forthwith

Replace the Pledged Insurance.

Once this cornerstone of safety, this indemnity

against the greatest of all certain losses, this safe-

guard of helpless and dependent ones, be removed,
no man of sound business views, of conscience, or

of honor, will hesitate to make good what he has

put in jeopardy for one cause or another.

CONSERVATION OF CORPORATE CREDIT
AND SAFETY

Significance of Policy Loans to the Companies

Certain results must follow the voluntary and

compulsory adoption of this mode of investment.

Some of them have been briefly noted. Others

that command serious consideration are these:—
(i) Loans on policies radically change and

minimize the very purposes of life insurance. They
convert obligations that are primarily designed
to become due under the tables of mortality, or at

fixed periods, into discounted maturities, impose

heavy burdens on the company's cash resources,

and either wholly destroy, or lessen, the funds

guaranteed to beneficiaries.
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(2) They compel the carrying of large cash

balances on deposit, at nominal rates of interest;

they have no market value; they are not con-

vertible or collectable in emergencies; and they
are only available in liquidation under the loan

agreements.

(3) In the absence of adequate restrictions

they may force the sacrifice of securities in periods

of financial disaster by sales in panic markets at

substantial losses in order to meet the demands

on this account,
—a result that in itself warrants

some eff^ectual practical limitation.

Hartford, Connecticut

January 22, 1913
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